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College H eights

VOL. 51 NO.45

The Spring T ravel Guide on Pages 13-20 contains tips on how to
spend spring break.

era

TUESDAY, MARCH 2, 1976

Don Bruce refutes continued rumors of his noncandidacy fo r
ASG president in his column on Page 4.

WESTERN KY. UNIVERS ITY, BOWLING GREEN

Western moves into the semifinals of the ave tour nament following last night's victory over East Tennessee; sports coverage
begins on Page 9.

Regents discuss evaluation;
changes in personnel hinted
By NEIL BUDDE
The Board of Regents focused
its attention
on
personnel
matters during Saturday's meet' ing, which included a 90-minute
session behind closed doors.
Poor evaluation ratings received by specific administrators
apparently are the main concern
of the board, and according to
one regent, some changes in
personnel may result from the
closed discussion.
"The board pointed out to the
president they think there are
certain instances where changes
need to be made," student regent
Steve Henry said. The board left
the situations to the discretion of
President Dero Downing, Henry
said.
Downing will make his annual
personnel recommendation at the

April meeting of the board.
The board entered the closed
session "to protect the reputation
of the individual persons to be
discussed," according to Dr.
W.R. McCormack.
McConnack, one of two
regents who requested the special
session, dominated the open part
of the meeting, which centered on
whether the regents should
discuss the evaluation results.
McCormack was critical of a
letter opposing further discussion
of the evaluation sent by regent
Ronald Clark to t he other regents
Feb. 3. "I t hink ' we're here to
discuss the evaluation of all the
people in the administration who
have been evaluated," McCormack said.
Clark, in the letter wrote, "It is
my personal belief, and strongly
so, that any evaluation should

not be used to go hunting, but
rather it should be for counseling
and improvement."
"If the Board of Regents gets
into this and starts to fonnulate
judgments and puts press ure on
the president to make decisions
he does not think proper, then the
evaluation has failed and future
evaluations are useless," the
letter read.
McCormack agreed that per·
sonnel improvement is the
purpose of an evaluation and
added that "any deficit in any
individual should certainly be
discussed to try to make the
changes which make the indivi·
dual become stronger."
"Lack of performance of duty
by anyone certainly should not be
ignored and let slide by,"
-Continued to Page 2-

Three file for ASG president
By BETSY LEAKE
Three candidates have filed for
Associated Student Government
president. In addition, three
persons have filed for two of the
other four executive offices.
Larry Powell, Bruce Smith and
Christy Vogt filed for president,
as of 4 p .m. yesterday.
Powell, a senior from Utica,
Ky.,
majoring
in
physics
and geophysics, said he has never
held a position in congress .
When as ked why he is runni ng '
for ASG president, Powell said,
" I don 't want to commen t on this
at this time." P owell indicated
that he would respond to written
questions
after
the
filing
deadline, March 16.

Smith, a Frankfort junior
majoring in government and
mass communications, is junior
class vice-president in ASG.
Smith said the major issue of
this year's election, is "to get
people involved, to get t hem to
go to ASQ meetings and to go to
meetings of t he Board of
Regents. "
Vogt, a Louisville j unior
majoring in special education,
currently is administrative vicepresiden t of ASG . Vogt has had
three years of experience in ASG.
Vogt said tha t she has several
ideas about what she would like
to see done in congress next year,
bu t declined to outline her
platfonn at the present time.
Two persons have filed for

administrative
vice-president.
They are Tom B lair, a junior
psychology major from Louisville
and John David Evans, a junior
religious studies major from
Prestonsburg.
Blair is currently a representative of t he College of Education
and Evans is a representative of
Potter College.
Rick Kelley, a junior business
adminis tration m ajor from Bowling Green, is the only person to
file so far for the activities
vice-president.
Kelley currently holds that
position in congress.
No one has yet filed for the
offices of secretary and treasurer.
ASG elections will be April 6 and

7.

Science building completion delayed
By TERRY CASH
-LeWiS Gardner

The agony of victory
Tears of joy flow from Jamie Oden, captain of Western's yell leaders, following the Toppers' thrilling
76-75 victory over Austin Peay here Saturday night to
decide this season's Ohio Valley Conference champion.
The Toppers downed East Tennessee last night to advance to the semifinals of the ove tournament that
begins here Thursday night.

Installation work in the new
Environmental Sciences and
Technology Building is about six
weeks behind schedule, according
to Owen Lawson, physical plant
administrator.
Lawson said the delay came
about because lab equipment
arrived more than one month
later than scheduled.
The contractor that supplied
the equipmen t now is installing it
under university supervision.

According to Dr. Raymond
Cravens, vice-president for academic affairs, the installation
delay will hold up the scheduled
move of the four departments
tha t will occupy the building.
·'It now appears they will
begin moving toward the end of
the semester...We are certain as
we can be that it will be fully
operational by next fall semes·
ter," Cravens said.
The departments of agriculture,
.geography and geology, part of

industrial education and techno·
logy and a small part of the
engineering department were
scheduled to move gradually into
the building after spring break.
Cravens said that some classes
that were scheduled to be
conducted in the new building
during the summer will now have
to be held in the old facilities.
The construction work on t he
building originally was scheduled
to be completed in August 1975,

- Continued to Page 2-
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McCormack claims fear, secrecy shroud the Hill
-Continued from Pap 1McCormack said.
Clark did not defend the
contents of the letter at the
meeting, but regents Hugh
Poland and John
Ramsey
questioned some of McCormack's
statements.
Poland said personality rather
than performance is the number·
one consideration in evaluations;
therefore he feels they are not
reliable instruments.
Ramsey questioned whether
pe~ns who are not familiar with
an administrator 's job can make
a
fair
judgment
of
his

performance, showing the senti·
ments of a number of teachers
who questioned the validity of
the evaluation last fall.
The meeting was attended by
all 10 regents, although several
said they had cut short or
postp8ned other activities to
attend. Several had jndicated last
week that they would not attend
the meeting.
in
a
lengthy
Downing,
statement to the board, said he
has begun to use the evaluation
results in conferences with
vice·presidents.
Downing said the vice-presi·
dents have been given " pertinent

parts of the evaluation" to use in
counseling t hose administrators
under them.
The administration has "stu·
di~ very carefully the contents
of the evaluation" and is " well
aware that this is only one of a
large number of factors that
those in t he day.t;o.day operation
of the university must take into
consideration," Downing said.
Downing expressed confidence
in the administrators working
with him.
McCormack also raised the
issue of faculty fear of reprisal for
expressing opinions. " It seems to
me that fear and secrecy shrouds

Science building delayed six weeks
- Continued from Page 1but bad weather, labor disputes
and the late arrival of equipment
delayed
the completion of
construction until December,
according to Lawson .
Cravens said plans are being
developed for the two buildings
tha t will be left vacant when the
departme nts move into the new
building.
The industrial education a nnex
probably will be occupied by a
"kJw-density operation," such as
the counseling center , which is
now located in the College of

Education Building, he said .
t hat the
Cravens added
probably
will
be
building
renovated before it is re-occupied,
and predicted that renovation
would take about one year.
Snell Hall, now home of the
agriculture department, will be
used temporarily for storage,
Cravens said.
Western requested funds for
the renovation of the building,
but Gov. Julian Carroll did not
include the project in his budget
recommenda tion to the General
Assembly. which is now in
session.

According to Cravens, the
university might still provide
some funds for partial renovation
of Snell Hall. Ideas for the
building include a center for
special research projects or fo r
short·term experimental projects.
"Snell Hall is high on our
priority list. It has a unique
architecture
and
history,"
Cravens said .
Planning for t he two buildings
will be conducted by ad hoc
committees that will be chosen
in consultation with the deans of
the colleges involved, according
to Cravens .

the Hill," he said.
McCormack said he had been
contacted by two faculty membrs
who were concerned that their
department head
was
not
listening to faculty problems.
Because of fear, the letters were
unsigned, McCormack said.
Faculty regent Dr. William
Buckman also said he had been
contacted by faculty members
who were afraid to express
opinions openly.
Buckman,
who
said
he
personally had no fear of
expression, said from 15 to 17
faculty members from different
colleges had called him. He said
the calls usually were at home
and the callers requested t hat
Buckman meet with them.
"When I don't feel free to
express my opinion and do it
operuy , I 'll certainly seek a
different environment," Buck·
man said .
Following the closed session ,
the board d iscussed intramuraJ
facilities and a proposed faculty
senate.
Henry said t hat Western is
behind other state schools in the
number of indoor basketball
courts available for mtnunural
and free play use.
Henry asked that the univer·
sity take some short·range action
to provide more playing time and
consider building an intramural
facility in the future.

Downing

said

Univer~ity
pn!p&nng •

Ta~k

that
the
Foree
is
master plan for the
physical plant, which might
include such a facility. "This
seems like t he vehicle to solve
any long·range problem that you
mention," he said.
Buckman asked about pro·
gress on the faculty senate
proposal.
Downing said that a report,
which was mailed to the regents
but not yet received, recommende
the formation of such a body .
"I am N!Commending that we
be authorized to implement this
plan," Downing said. " I asked
that it be given consideration for
fina l approval at the next
meeting."
Buckman requested that a
committee be formed to study the
proposal and prepare a N!Com'
mendation for the next meeting.
BuckmllIl, Cole and
Dr.
Chalmer Embry were appointed
to the conunittee.

Rebelettes place

third in drill meet
The Rebelett.es placed third
among 21 teams last weekend at
a drill meet at Ohio St.ate
University.
The Rebelettes, affiliates of
Pershing Riflee, will compete in
the OVC Drill Meet April 10.
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Beat those Florida Prices,
buy your suntan lotion before you go.
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Film for Florida

10% off on all suntan products with this ad.
Sun In
Coppertone
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Ultima II
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Student discounts are well-received
By PAT HOHMAN
Student reaction to discount
cards distributed by Associated
Student Government earlier this
semester is generally favorable.
according to a survey conducted
by the Herald, but less than half
of the 40 students interviewed
have used the cards.
Of the
22
participating
merchants. two said they have
not redeemed any cards, seven
called the response "light." seven
termed it "moderate," and six
merchants reported the response
to be "heavy."
Generally, restaurant owners
are more satisfied with the
response than other merchants.
"It's (student use of coupons)
pulled a little more student traffic
t han in the past," said Richard
Hottell , assistant manager of
Pizza Hut.
"We feel like it's a pretty good
response for the length of time
(since the cards , have been
issued)," said Wilburn Harrison.
of Ray's restaurants and Dairy
Dip.
''I'd say it's (use of the
discounts) pretty moderate,"
said Charlie Van, manager of

Tom's Pizza Palace. "I've noticed
several in the past couple of days.
r really didn't know what to
expect at fiest, " Van said.
Some restaurant owners aren't
so pleased with the card.
" It (student respense to the
discount card) never seems to
amount to a whole hell of a lot."
said Chuck Spivey, owner of Mr.
D·s.
The discount "is not just to
give something away. The idea is
to knock off some profit and have
it made up with volume. But it
doesn't always work that way
with these (discount cards),"
Spivey said.
Other merchants also had
mixed feelings about the card.
"It's not that good, " said Pete
Morris, manager of Coachman
Ltd. Morris said' that three
Western students have taken
advantage of his offer to "buy
'one pair of trousers and get one
belt fo r .half-price. "
"If you give 'em a shirt, it
might work ," Morris said.
"In one afternoon we had six
students use it (the discount
card) in a matter of minutes,"
said Norris Cooper, manager of
Hennan Lowe Sporting Goods.

Spring enrollment is 12,769
Enrollment for the spring
semester is up slightly compared
to last spring's enrollment.
According LO figures released
yesterday by the registrar's
office,
12,769 students are
enrolled, compared to 12,331 last
spring. The increase amounts to
slightly more than 4 per cent.
The figures do not include a
breakdown of full- and part-time
students.

Enrollment is down slightly
compared to the fall semester,
when 13,314 were enrolled.
Enrollment generally declines
from the fall to the spring
semester.
The registrar's office also
reported that 482 students were
enrolled in Western classes at Ft.
Campbell's Eagle University,
compared to 438 last spring. The
Eagle enrollment is not included
in the total enrollment figures.

"There's been a real good
response," said Bill Green. owner
of Headquarters. "But take 15
per cent off and 'it cuts down the
profit," Green said.
"For a coupon, it's the most
response we've had, as opposed
to a coupon in the paper, " said
Larry De Vuono, manager of
Tapes 'n Tops.
Students are generally favorable to the discount cards.
"1 like them," said Naomi
J ohnson, a sophomore from
Morgantown. " I don't use very
many of them because I don't
buy those things anyway. I
mostly use the ones for food."
"I don't have a car so it's hard
to use them ," said Gayle
Holman, a freshman from
Bowling Green. "I'm saving mine
until I desperately need them;"

"I 've used some but not all of
them," said Ted Nalesnik, a
junior from Yonkers, N.Y, " If it's
just 10 or 25 per cent off, I don't
bother with it. I use the ' two for
one' or the $1.50 off a pizza, "
Nalesnik said.
"I laughed at them (cards) at
the beginning of the semester,
but by the end I was using them.
I was hungry," said Cynthia
Brown . a freshman from Clarksville. Tenn.

ASG spent approximately
$407 for solicitation, printing.
and distribution of the cards
according to David Payne, ASG
treasurer.

Coin Op Laundry and Dry Cleaners
Save over K on dry (:Ieaning.
4S GE Wuhers with filter flow. S Mighty Boy
Wuhers for bl, loads Vld throw rugs. Auen-'
dent always on duty. Operating until 10;30 p.m.

ReevesSuperVVash
12th &<

Clay Street

Opposite Minit Mut

EED GLASSES -.t'--....
Visit Southern Optical for the Iotest
eyegloss styles. We hove contoet lenses
ond solutions, regulcr ond prescription
glosses & sunglass.s, prompt "orne ond
lens replaument, ond Zenith hearing oids.
Serving lentvcky since 1897,
en olso
Iocoted in Louisville, Ow.nsboro ond in

w.

New Albany, Ind.

SoutItMA Optitat
524 East M oin 843-6556

Ever

miscalculatel

Herald takes break
This is the last regular issue of
t he Herald before spring break.
The Herald will resume publication on Friday, March 17.

Vvorry, out

just close.

Why sweall!? Be In the righl every time wilh a Texas
Inst,uments calculator, Model SR-SOA.
Performs all classical Slide rule funclions. Reciprocals.
faciorials , trigonometrics. logarithmic
functions, more. Algebraic logic.
Memory for storage and recall.
Scientific notation.
Answers to 13 significanl digits, Iree
floating decimal point Comes with
rechargeable batteries, AC adapter,
carrying case.
Put an end to calculation errors
... with an

SR-SOA

If you'd feel Out o f place in anything les..<; tli.m a luxury station
wagon or lu xury sedan, then come to our showroom. These new
Vol vos will make you feel right at home.
VOLVO
I) " " .., . . .' ··,.,e. e•• ..,..·"'. " ••,." ... .... ,

The car for people who think.

- VOLVO

PHONE 781·6722

Grnn River Porle woy & Russ ell ville Rd.

$79.95

Texas Instruments
slide rule calculator

c.n.", X.if),t. Bookstore
. . y.v,. ,"'"

Opinion

Government again exhibits
wasteful, absurd practices
Editorialists regularly have found
government waste to be a bone of
contention, u sually with justifiable
reason. Yesterday's mail produced yet
another examp le.
The U.S. Office of Education is
dist.ributing press releases encouraging students to apply for financial aid
under the basic grant program. The
government has found funds to drum
up support for a program that doesn't
have any funds itself.
The Herald reported Feb. 13 that.
because of an unanticipated increase
in st.udents using the basic grants, the

federal government has run short of
funds for the program. Western was
notified that at present no more
money can be giyen to Wes tern
students.
One of the reasons given for the
sharp increase in students utilizing
basic grants is t he extensive
promotion campaign conducted by the
Office of Education.
It seems absurd that now, when the
program has become overextended,
t he promotion campaign tha t. fi rst got
the government into trouble conti·
nues.

Ombudsman
J understand the dorms are scheduled to
close for s pring break Friday at 5 p.m .
Where can I stay if Western is playing in
the OVC tournament that night and I
want to stay on campus?
Horace Shrader, director of housing,
said that there are no plans t..o keep the
dorms open past 5 p.m. Friday. "We just
won 't. have the staff here to keep them all
open," Shrader said.
Three dorms will remain open during
spring break for students wishing to
remain on campus. Shrader said students
staying for the game Friday night could
stay in one of those donns.
For men, Pearce-Ford Tower will remain
open, and for women, Potter and West...
halls will be open during spring break.
If a bi·term class has its final this
Friday. is it permissible for the instructor
to hold a class on T hursday also?
Yes, according to Dr. Raymond L .
Cravens, vice-president for academic
affairs.

I paid my telephone bill at College
Heights Bookstore shortly after receiving
my first billing . Several days later. I
received a second billing. Why did this
happen, si nce I paid my bill promptly'!
The bookstore usually waits until it has

received a number of payments before
mailing them t..o South Central Ball in
Louisville. A spokesperson for the
bookstore said the payment therefore,
may not have reached the phone company
in lime to prevent a second billing.
She said that whenever this happens t he
student should caU the bookstore and
request that the telephone company be
notified that the bill was paid on time.
Who is el(cused £rom going througb the
line at graduatio n?
Those who have a legitimate reason are
excused, according to Barnard Houston·,
assistant registrar.
A student wishing to be excused should
write to Dr. Stephen House, registrar, and
request the el(emption. Houston said. He
said the letter should be mailed between
the start of the second bi·term and the
first of April.
Houston said a ··nominal number·' of
students usually are ex:cused from
graduation. Hesaid that '·some'· students
in the past simply have skipped
graduation ceremonies without getting
permission from the registrar's orfice.
He said that to his knowledge the
university never has t.1ken any action
against persons sk ipping graduation
without permission.

Aberrations
Whistlestop tour to demote candidacy
There seems to be a continuing
misunderstanding about my noncandidacy. I don't want to be the president of
Associated Student Government. Law
and politics do not interest me.
My written disclaimers a re being
ignored, however. To counteract this
situation. I have decided to make a
whistlestop anticampaign tour of the
Western campus.
The entourage will leave the university
center at midnight tomorrow. and I will
present several speeches at random
points. Each speech will be followed by a
question-and·answer period.
If you have any questions about any
subject lother than my campaign, since it.
doesn ·t el(ist), please feel free to bring
them up at the speeches.
The majority of my minilectures will
centcr on the effects of cave paintings on
Renaissance art.
To finance this three-hour tOUT, I will

hold a 19-ccnt-a·plate breakfast at nine
this morning. The menu will consist of
orange juice, toast, coffee or m ilk and a
large order of silver'throat oysters.
Following the breakfast, I will give
away five brand new 5100 bills to the first
10 people who say the secret word. And it
isn't duck.
Mark Fish has asked me to announce
that he is not my campaign manager.
p lease don't call him at all hours of the
night as king for election literature. He will
bc all too happy not 1..0 oblige you.
Several persons have inquired at thc
Hcrald office about working for me in
return for favors. This must stop. The
Herald office is not campaign headquar.
ters. Thcre is no headquarters.
As a final point. I'd like to remind you
that ASG elections will be held AprilS and
7. Don't forget to get out and not
VOLe for mc.
- Don Bruce

•
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- - Letters to the editor- -- - -.
Towing dra \vs complaint
Every day holds some new challenge for
students at Western , and quite oftcn the
administration is the source of such
conflict.
Students usually can accept such
problems as parking tickets, t he ripoff of
selling books buck to the university and
incompetent teachers.
But there comes 8 time when one clln
lake no more abuse. On Feb. 26. my car
was towed from Grise Hall parking lot
(faculty zone).
, was late for class, so rather tha n
search for a place in the structure, which
would have taken several minutes, I
parked at Grise el(pecting a t icket.
Much t..o my surprise, my car was
towed.
Of course, faculty members may park
in any zone they wish without such a fear,
a fact that s upposedly is rationalized by
t he university .
The day before my car was towed, I had
the wheels balanced and aligned, a terrible
squeak fixed a nd t hcre wasn·t.a scratch on
it.
After I reclaimed my autom obile. there

--:---::::::::-===========-_
--------- ----------------

L

was u nice dent in the front, it rodc like 8
wagon and squcaked like hell. Needless to
say, I was angered.
The consoling public safety office said,
·"I"m sorry."' Well so am I. Would
President Oem Downing be angered in
such a situation?
And would the public safety office
mercly say, ··, 'm sorry?" , doubt it.
I ·ve put up with a lot, but now I 've hat
it. To me a university with such a closed
mind doesn't deserve to be called a
university.
Robert C. Stallons, junior

Seeks better pla ceme nt
There have been dcbates and questions
concerning
how
student
personnel
programs in higher education can provide
desirable basic preparation and assistance
for s tudents.
Some. however, still do not yet have
sufficient scope and facilities to serve
adequately the needs of these s tudents.
With res pect to this , t he question betng
raised is. in t he complexity of such a
responsibility, what is the role of a

placement service?
have
Being a student myself.
attempted, through research, to investi·
gate what should be occurring in college
placement services. I feel that if I can
share this informat.ion, maybe all students
can help to improve our placement office
here.
The effective placement service should
have the latest occupation information
available for students by maintaining a
s ubstantial library and providing ade·
quate interviewing rooms, staff offices,
clerical work areas and storage of files and
records.
Well. of course, there are st ill many
other aspects tha t are worthy of
considerations .
In comparision with these few aspects,
it is felt that (or a university of almost
14,000 students, there is little or sufficient
attention given to the development of our
placement office.
It is felt that the rolc of our placement
office should be givell increased emphasis
if it is to handle its complex responsibility.

------------------ ------- ----- - --- - -_.- - --_.-

Raymo nd Lui
Graduate student
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___ Court record _--'T he following arrest reports
are taken fro m public safety
department records:
Three persons were arrested
Sunday while attempting to
break into a car parked in the
parking
structure.
Arrested
were:
Joseph B. Smith, Keen Hall,
charged with criminal mischief,
attempted theft over $100, t heft
under $100 and escape. Smith
was released on $150 bond

WKU places fourth
in foren sics m eet
Three Western studenLs placed
in individual forens ics divisions
of the Trevecca College Individual Events Tournament in
Nashville, Tenn., last weekend,
putting Western in fourt h place
for overall sweepstakes winnings.
Carmen Guinn won a first
place trophy in infonnative
speaking and placed fifth in
persuasive speaking. TelTY Rebe r
received first place in impromptu
speaking and second place in
extemporaneous speaking. Cheryl
Brown placed fifth in infonnative
speaking.

-""'-.....

pending appearance in police
court Thursday,
Dimitre Andonov, Gary, I nd .,
charged with criminal mischief,
at.tempted t.heft over $100 and
t.heft. u nder $100. Andonov's
bond was set at $2,500. His trial
was continued unt.il Thursday.
A juvenile also was arrested
and charged with criminal
mischief. a ttem pted theft over
$100, theft under $100 and
escape. His case was referred to
juvenile court .
J effrey Scott. Chappell , BarnesCampbell Hall, pleaded guilty
yesterday to a charge of t heft by
unlawful taking under $100.
Chappell was arrested F riday for
stealing
a
five--dollar
bill.
Chappell was fined $100 and
$17,50 court costs by police court
judge George Boston.

This?

or This?

Why not Both?
All you need is the right cut
and the right perm, 10% off
on style cuts to students with

l.V.

pepper lane
781.Q560 1224

31·W BV'Pass

Pat

SAVE $119.85 ..• REALISTIC®
STEREO COMPONEN,T SYSTEM!
• Realistic STA-82 AM-FM Stereo Receiver with Auto-Magic®
FM Tuning .. Two Realistic Mini-l0 Walnut Veneer
Bookshelf Speaker Systems
• Realistic LAB-34
Changer with Base and $17.95 Value Cartridge

UPTIGHT! NERVOUS, Lurn IIOw
t o r"lu and "nJoy III" willi" p,nl le ]·
p.tlng In r".",,"t1on researct>, Psy_
ellology elass credit available. For
more Info rmaUon /;111 Ka rl, 181_
392B, After $:00,

Compon ents Sold Separately . ..

rIII"'!"""....

479.80

E XPERIEN CE D typist fa m iliu wltll
cOlleg" level w ork will h ' oe your
Pilpers, minimum of 5 pa'jllls, F o r addltiona! Infor mat io n. Call 781-760 B.
E ARN $2.50 per 1000 stulll ng.
addressing env~lopes at home. Information, Send $1.00 pluS stamped.
addr e ssed enve lope to, He,key
A ssocia t es , Box B21-J , Covington ,
Ky. 4 1012.

STUDENT TO HELP with roou~wo r k
and small Chlld'en. 5,8 hOUf' per
we"k , Must have o wn !flnSPOrtltlon.
Call 842·8241.
FOR SALE, Rebuilt bllck 1957
MG.A Roadst ... NIW Itres, t op
a nd windOWS. 1 Booce , 4 cY lin der
e n gine. Call 745·3180,
SAVING MONEY FOR SPRING
BREAK7 Here's a money Wlver sp.
clal from Clrmen's Pizza. Clip this
adand Wive .75 on any 14" Qr
larger piZZI. (Dlnln!! Room o r
Plcl(-up Only) Happy SIl.lng
B,,," I(!.

and you can

CHARCE IT

POTTERS GREENHOUSE, New
bargaLn tables (25c and up ) to mak"
room for spr ing pllln ls, \I mU", out
cemetary Rd., turn right at the sign.
843· 9374.

At Radio Shack

Bowling Green Mall
Mon it.OTIS also a v."I_.
~t ... _"'"

&>ack 0. .... ' •.
1.00k fO!" this .'1 "

MA TANDY CORPORATION

... t<Nf

COMPANY

PR ICES MAY VARY AT lNDIVIOUAL STORES

nftahl>O<"""" ·
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Sketchbook...

'Macbeth'to be presented on film tonight

Al t hough few may
have
thought beyond next week's
spring break, students should
keep in mind that the week of
return will include films, a new
art exhibit, senior recitals, and a
concert as possible consolation
for post-vacation blues.
Meanwhile. there are several
entertainment offerings for the
remainder of the week prior to
spring break.

"Mr. Flannery's Ocean" has
four male and two female ro les,
while .. Answers " has three male
roles. Scripts are available in t he
speech and theatre office.
Production dates for both '
shows are April 20 and 2l.
Children's Theatre auditions
for "Dr. Seuss is Loose!" will be
from 5 t..o 7 p.m. tomorrow and
Thursday in Van Meter Auditorium. Students who audition for
the show, set for April 23 to 25,
should be prepared to sing, dance
and act.

Shakespeare fil m

Senior recital

The Orson Welles film version
of Shakes peare's " Macbeth" will
be s hown tonight at 7:30 in room
103, Garrett Conference Center.
The showing is free and open to
t he public.

Michael Thurman will prescnt
a French horn recital at 8 p.m.
Thursday in the Recital Hall of
the fine arts center.
Thunnan, a senior from
Bowling Green, will perform a
Beethoven sonata. Genzmer's
"Sonatine" and Bozza's "Chant
Lointain." He will be assisted in
Quartz 's "Trio in F Major by
Pamela Thurman, oboe and
Emily Tate, piano.
The concert is free and open to
the public.

ByJUDY WILDMAN
and TERESA MEARS

Open tryouts
Joint tryouts for the studio
productions of Lewis John
Carlino's "Mr. Flannery's Ocean " and Tom Topor's "Answers" continue today from 4 to 6
p.m. in t he fine arts center. room
146.

Herald
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F oreign fil m
"Aparjito," a Bengali film that
was postponed from its original
show date in the International
Film Series , has been rescheduled
for March 17 at 7:30 p.m. in the
auditorium. of t he College of
Education Building.
The 1957 film . a sequel to
"Pather Panchali" of last year's
series. is a bout t he maturation of
a boy , Apu , and the hardships of
his family in the 1920s.
Translated
as
t he
"The
Unvanquished. ,. "Aparajito focuses on Apu's decision to leave
home to study at the University
of Calcutta, rather than pursue
the t raditional family vocation of
the priesthood.
All films in the International
Film Series, sponsored by the

the arts

foreign languages department,
are open to the public at the price
of $1. "Aparajito" will be
presented in Bengali dialogue
with English subtitles.
Joint recital
Sherry McCoy and
Don
Martin will present a joint senior
recital at 8 p.m. March 16 in t he
Recital Hall of the fine arts
ce nter.
McCoy, a
soprano
from
. Lexington, plans to sing music
from Poulenc and Bach. Joining
her on t he Bach cantata will be
Michael Dunn. bass: Mrs. Betty
Pease and Ed Marsh, violin; Dr.
Dwight Pounds, viola; Jim
Morgan, contrabass; Julie Upton
piano; and chamber choir.
Martin, a French horn player

from Louisville, witl play pieces
by
Saint -Saens,
Hindemith,
Strauss, Fogilano and Mituskin,
He will be accompanied by Dawn
Kemp and Bryan Howard, piano;
and Michael Thurman, Martha
Maynard and Frank Jarboe,
French horns.
The joint recital is free and
open to the public.
Piano concert
Other musical entertainment
for the week will include the Don
Shirley concert, sponsored by the
University Center Boa rd Entertainment Series.
The pianist will perform at 8
p .m. on March 18 in Van Meter
Auditorium.
Shirley's musical selections
will range from ballads, spiri·
tuals, hymns, folk and gospel
songs to Broadway musical
numbers.
The concert is open to the
public. Admission is $1.50 at the
door or SI in advance from the
information desk of the university center during the week after
spring break.

Play explores America~ absurdity
By BE VE RLY BOND

- T om Dekle

Manon

Kirby, portraying a "virile young man" in the
current studio production of "The American Dream,"
rehearses a seduction scene with Belinda Starks, a
grandmother in the play.

The first studio production of
the spring semester. Edward
Albee's "The American Dream,"
will be presented today and to·
morro w in Theatre 100 of Gordon
Wilson Hall. Curtain time is 8: 15.
Mark Goodman. a. senior mass
communications and
theatre
major
from
Louisville,
is
din..-cting t he one-ac t play to
fulfill req uirements for a t hea t re
practicum course.
"The show itself is an absurd
play ," Goodman said. "Albt.'C is
s tress ing t he point of how we
t rea t American values ... He is
taking t he American values and
making fun of them.
"The characters more or Tess
talk their way through .. . Mommy
(one character) says a lot 01
things at the beginning of the
play. and then they 're brought up

at the end of the play." he said.
Five characters are in the play:
Mommy (JoAnn Holden). Daddy
(Rick Reinle), Grandma (Belinda
Starks\, Mrs. Barker (Kathy
Mayfield) and Young Man
(Marion Kirby).
"These are names Edward
Albee has picked to show t he
absurdities
of
middle-class
America," Good ma n e xplained.
In analyzing t he charac ters.
Goodman termed Mrs . Bar ker as
t he " society lady . S he is on every
commit tee ; s he does everything,
but doesn' t do anything."
The Young Man has "no brains
just body." while Daddy is "the
henpecked rich man in a world of
his own " and Mommy is
"overbearing .. .an argumentative
type of person .... (She) wants to
control her life and everybody
else's around her," he said.
Goodman described Grandma

-

as being "snippety... ~be's completely sane. but she acts old. She
puts on an act. S he knows what's
going on at all times . She's the
one that more or Jess shows you
the absurdities of American
values. "
Albee's play , which is set
anywhere in middle·class Amer·
ica. focu ses on Mommy and
Dadd y who had once adopted a
baby (a "bumble " of j oy) . The
child d ied . and t hus t he couple
"did n' t get satisfac tion ," Good·
man s aid.
According to Goodman, t he
American dream is "our idea of
getting satisfaction ... The Young
Man is the American dream."
Working on the production
with Goodman are Pam Etter·
man. costumes, and RaBin
Herndon, stage manager.
There is no admission charge
for the play ,

-

-
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FOR YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE
AEROSMITH
incluc:lir>g:
O<eam On,lMalc e It

One WeyStr .... tjSOone-bQdy/lilama Kin

,,:1
t

.:.
.,.
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HAROLD MELVIN

AEROSMITH

HAROLD MELViiil ON PHILADELPHIA INTl.

TAPES N' TOPS
Fairview PlaZa

843·6596

$6:98 LP NOW $4.49

AEROSMITH

A EROSMITH ON COLUMBI A

$7.98 TAPE NOW $5.49

TAPE AVAILABLE ON 8 TRACK STEREO CASSETTE QUADRAPHONIC
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Folk society meeting
The WKU Folk Study Society will
meet at 7:00 tonight in Gordon Wilson
Hall, room 305. Betsy Adler, an Indiana

What's
happening

University student doing post·
graduate work in folklore, will present
a program on the open-air, living
History Museum.
Students interested in taking a May
term course entitled "Museum
Practices and Preservation Techniques" are urged to attend the
meeting.

FashUmshow
The Display and Promotions class
will present a fashion show featuring
Jonathan Logan's spring and summer
lines tonight - at 7:30 in Garrett
Conference Center Ballroom. Admis·

sion is 50 cents. Tickets may be
obtained !rom class members or at the

doo<.
Placement interm'ews
Placement interviews for Oscai
Mayer sales trainees for the southeast
United States will be held today at the
Craig Alumni Center.
IntematWnd Club meeting
The International Club will meet
Wednesday night at 8:15 in Downing
University Center, room 305.
Phi Upsilon Omicron supper
Phi Upsilon Omicron society will
sponsor a spaghetti supper Wednesday
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the Ac..1demic
Complex dining room. Tickets are
$1.50 and may be obtained from any

member of the society or purchased at
the door.
Religious ce/elmltion
'The Muslim Students of WKU will
celebrate the birthday of the prophet
Mohamad Saturday at 1 p.m. in
Lampkin Park.

Prelaw aub meeting
The Prelaw Club will meet Thursday
at 4 p.m. in Grise Hall, room 335. A
student from the Vanderbilt School of
Law will be the guest speaker.
Stamp Club meeting
The Southern Kentucky Stamp Club
will meet tonight at 7:30 in the post
office annex on College St.

OratQricol contests
The Student National Education
Association Oratorical Contest for
freshman and sophOJTl()rc women will
be March Z3 at 4 p.m. in the same
room. All s~hes should have a
Bicentennial theme.
The Robinson Oratorical Contest for
freshman and sophomore men will be
held March 22 at 4 p.m. in Garrett
Conference Center, room 208.

SQECmeeting

The Student Council for Exceptional
Children will meet tonight at 6:30 in
College of Education Building, room
130.
Marhlting Club meeting
The Marketing Club will meet
Wednesday night at 6:30 in Grise Hall,
room

234.
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Remember to call Mom
to thank her for the tie.
Tell her how welt it goes with your hair.
She'll be g lad you did.
You will be too .
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RIteS are cheeper when you call duril"\9 the off houn.
Even ings 5 P.M.-I I P.M. Sunday th "-' Friday
Nights ; 1 P.M.-8 A.M. Every niltol
Weekends All Day Saturd ay, Unti l 5 P.M. Sundey

@ South Central Bell
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Seven Locations

IVORY LIQUID
GIANT SIZE

in Bowling Green

77~

To Serve You

f2 '20Z.,

It 57c:

TUNA

LB.

o

INOIL. ••. .

IN WATER • .

61 c:

DELMONTE
FRUITS FOR SALAD

35'

59'

60Z .

RO'UNID STEAK

170Z.

SIRLOIN STEAK

T-BONE STEAK

FOODS
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29~
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MINNESOTA VALLEY PEAS .............. ......... 170J:.
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SCHOOL DAY SHELLIE BEANS.. ......
. ... ... 15'1. oz:.
KELLOGGS COCOA KRISPS ......................... 130Z:.
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................ 160J:.
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WESSON OIL ..... .... .
. ..... . HOz:.
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Seats are plentiful as Toppers thump Bues., 91-74
,

By CLYD E HUF FMAN
A wild . bloodthirsty capacity
crowd was on hand here last
night as Western crushed East
Tennessee 91-74 in t he opening
round of the OVC tournament.
Water runs uphill, it snows in
July along the equator, nobody is
looking forward to next week's
spring break and the OVC
tournament is the most popular
thing since the invention of
mouthwash.
I f you believe four of the five
items mentioned above, t here's
some real estate on t.he moon that
is for sale at a reasonable price.
The mad rush to get home that
follows most Western home
games was absent last night as
only 1,100 folks showed up in
Diddle Arena. That's right, an
estimated 1.100 witnessed the
Toppers and Buccaneers battle in
one of four first·round games
played throughout the league.
With the victory Western
moved into position to engage
Middle Tennessee. a winner last
night over Tennessee Tech, in the
first of two semifinal games here
Thursday.
Other winners last night in the
mar-alhon of fi rst·round tourna·
ment games were Austin Peay
'wer Murray. 82-71, and More-

The smallest crowd ever to see Western play in Diddle Arena watched the Tops rout East Tennessee last night.
head over Eastern, 75·64 , in
Morehead .
The Peay and Morehead will
clash here after the WesternMiddle game Thursday, The
winners meet here Friday night
to decide the league representative in the NCAA Mideast
Regional.
But back to the scattered

Tourney tickets on sale
Tickets for the semi finals and
fi na ls of the OVC tournament
here Thursday and Friday nights
are on sale in the Western ticket
office in Diddle Arena.
The tickets are $5 for chair and
bleacher seats on the floor and S3
fo r bleacher seats above the chair
seats.
Western will play Middle
Tennessee in t he first semifinal
game a t 7 p.m. Austin Peay and
Morehead play in the second

game. which will start 30 minutes
after the conclusion of the first
game.
The winners of the two
semifinal games will play Friday
night at 7;30 p.m. to decide the
league's representative in the
NCAA tourney.
Western student IDs will not
be accepted for admission to any
of the games, according to
Western ticket manager Bobby
Houk .

crowd on hand.
One of the reasons only a
handful showed might be because
Western , which captured t he
league crown here Saturday with
a thrilling quest of Peay in front
of a truly capacity crowd, was
paired with East Tennessee, the
cellar team this season in the
conference.
A major reason, however, was
the $4 price tag on the t ickets and
the requirement that students
pay the full price instead of
flashing ye olde ID. Especially.
since spring break is right aro und
the bend.
The purpose of this league
to
fill
the
tourney
was
conference's bank with plenty of
money. And this season the
tournament was expanded to
include all eight teams. And
pocket more money.
The OVC's soon-to·disappear
commissioner, Paul Dietzel. was
one of the estimated 1,100
present last ~ night and surprisingly he said the sparse crowd

was no big disappointment.
"No,
it
wasn't
a
big
disappointment," he said. " We'd
like to have 10,000 here, but ....
" This is t he first time around
for this eight-team thing and it is
something you have to build on,"
Dietzel said . "We tried to get the
students a reduced price, but
there was no way." He offered
t he reason as "no way to audit
the tickets."
The Topper players didn't
blame the students who d idn't
show up for last night's game.
"Heck no," said Topper guard
Johnn y Britt. "I understand
because $4 can take two or three
meals out of someone's mouth."
For those of you who weren't
present last night, Western
dominated t he game as many
people believed it would.
Two times the Toppers enjoyed
huge leads only to have the Bucs
battle back. The closest the Bucs
got after the game got under way
was five points with two minutes
to play in t he opening haU.

But the Tops exploded from a
46-35 halftime advantage to a
54·37 lead to wrap up the contest,
Chuck Rawlings led Western's
scoring with 21 points. Close
behind were teammates Wilson
James, 19, Britt. 16 and James
Johnson 13.
E ast T ennessee's Bob Brown
led all scorers with 30 points.
Small
crowds
were
the
trademark of the first-round
games at all home sites. At
Morehead, where the Eagles and
Colonels usually pack 'em in
when t hey meet, only 750 people
arrived. Around 1,800 loyals paid
at Tech and t he Peay.
Western 76, Peay 75
James vowed Feb. 2, after a
game when Austin Peay tossed
Western rudely
around
in
Clarksville, that he and his team
would ' be ready to ambush the
Peay when it visited Bowling
Green.
- Continued to Page 12 -

Huff'npuff
OVC tourney is money or~ented I? ),but the players, fans not sold
By CLYDE HUFFMAN
Now that the senseless regular
season is over for all of t he teams
in the Ohio Valley Conference
and WestErn has had its moment
of joy. the conference can get
down to the real reason for
having basketball in the league-stocking the vault in Lexington,
where the OVC headquarters are
housed with oodles of moola.
Last night the greenbacking
began as Western, Morehead,
Austin Peay and Tennessee Tech
played host to the four other
avc foes. It kicked off the
opening round of the OVC
postseason tournament. to decide
the conference's representative to
the prestigious NCAA Mideast
Regionals in Dayton beginning
March 13.
The four winners from last
night's chaos will merge here for
the semifinals and finals Thursday and Friday night.
All of the receipts from the

ticket sales will be forwarded to
the league office where the funds
will be distributed, appropriately,
for the salary of the commissioner and secretary, and general
operation of the conference's
headquarters.
Last season's initial tournament nett.ed the conference office
between $35,000 and $40,000
But the conference's budget
received a kick in the head last
night as only an estimated 5,400
tickets were sold in the four
games. Only 1,100 attended the
Western-East Tennessee game
and 750 followed the MoreheadEastern clash.
This is the second consecutive
season in which such a tourney
has been staged. The tournament
proposal passed in 1974 by a 6-2
vote with only Morehead and
Western dissenting.
But some schools that agreed
to t he winner-take-all setup are
crying "injustice,"
Take Austin Peay, for in-,

stance. The Peay, t he preseason
fa vorite to win the OVC, d ropped
a tea r-jerker in Diddle Arena
Satu rday night to the Toppers,
76-75, giving Western the league
tiUe for a record 16th time.
You 'd think that Gov coach
Lake Kelly would be overjoyed
with the tournament arrangement that will give his pack of
musclemen a shot at the NCAA,
since they failed to be the league
champs, an honor that once
meant an NCAA trip.
But he isn't.
"I don't like it (the tournament)." said Kelly after his
team 's bitter loss to coach Jim
Richards'
bunch of crowdteasers, " The only reason I'm for
it is because of the conference."
"Even though we lost tonight,
I'm still not for it," he said ... It's
not fair to t he players to have to
get them mentally up again for a
big game. It's just not fair to
them."
"I don't relish the opportunity

at all of playing Austin Peay
again," said Richards of a
probable rematch between the
Tops and Govs in the tourney
finale ... I think they should move
to make it (the team that
represents t he league ) the OVC
champion."
Many factors enter the picture
which make the tournament
unfair to the top teams and could
result in a weaker league team
representing t he conference. Take
for instance:
- A mediocre team could ride a
hot streak into the tourney and
capture the prize.
- The tournament is played on
the home campus of one of the
league schools··this time it is
Western-which makes it a
disadvantage to the other schools
when they must tackle t he home
squad. And in t he OVC , there is
no place like home.
-A grueling tournament cou ld
drain a squad physically and
mentally by NCAA time.

The best way to decide the
NCAA-bound team would be by
choosing the conference champ,
for to win the league crown a
team must own the best record, a
record which is compiled on a
home-and-away basis with the
other seven league schools. And
there you have it, the best team.
Yes, the
AUantic Coast
Conference has such a tourna·
ment and m ajor leagues like the
SEC , Big 10, Big 8 and the
Pacific 8 a re considering a
postseason format.
But the OVC is in the process,
it says, of building its athletic
program to a prominence of a
national level that would receive
national media coverage.
And there would have been no
better way for the OVC to gain
national attention than by
having a Marquette or a Notre
Dame meeting Murray or East
Tennessee in the firs t round of
the NCAA Mideast Regionals.
Heaven forbid !
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Shooters finish second
in Camp Perry matches
Western's rifle team won eight
awards and at least two trophies
en route to a second-place finish
at the 41st annual Mid .West
Camp Pe1Tf matches in Booneville. Mo.. last weekend .
Christine Carlsen, Alfie Carlsen and Keith Cerk won
individual honors in the event as
Christine set a meet record for
women in the prone position,
missing the all·time record by one
shot.
She had a perfect score in
regulation time, but feU one shot
shy when she went for the record.
"She's just one heck of a
shooter," said rifle coach M. Sgt.
Jay Eatherly.
Christine's
brother,
Alfie
finished fourth in the prone and
fifth in the standing positions in
varsity competition. Cerk fi·
nished first in kneeling and fifth
in the standing in the ROTC
division_
I 'm just tickled to death." said
Eatherly_ " When you can finish
second in an event. of this size,
you just have to be happy," he
said _

According to Eatherly, t.his is

one of the largest matches in the
nation with more than 120 teams
from 18 states competing_
The riflers were beaten by the
University of Minnesota, which
beat the Toppers' previous
season high by four points_
Minnesota scored 2,222 points to
Western's 2,194. Western's se·
cond team also captured third
place with 2,172 points.
On an individual basis, Alfie
Carlsen led all the shooters with
560 points. Other scores were
Keith Cerk, 555 points; Steve ,
Brittingham,
544;
Christine
Carlsen, 535 points. Second team
scores were John Clark and
Duane Robinson. 549 points;
John Miller, 541 points; Tony
Dunn, 533.
"If we shot equal to our best
score of the year we would still
have lost by four," said Eatherly.
"They beat us by one point
earlier, but we have outshot them
on several other occasions."
The team, now 9-3 in dual
match competition, will finish its
season in a home match against
University of Tennessee-Chattanooga March 27.

Tankers take second in KISC
The blackboard in the Diddle
Arena swimming pool area last
week read : "Hey UK, Get Out of
the Way, Western's Taken Your
Title Away!" While Western
wasn't able to deth rone the
defending state champions, it did
place second in the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Swimming Championships,
After taking a two-point lead
after the first day of the
three-day event and seeing it
dwindle to a six-point deficit the
second day, the Tops were
outdistanced by Kentucky, 58849L
But Western set 11 team
records, two Memorial Coliseum
pool records a nd one KISC
standard_
Jim Massey and Mike Dressman each set two school records.
Massey broke the lOO-yard
breaststroke ' standard, with a

time of 1 :01.6, and the 2oo-yard
breaststroke with a 2: 15.9_
Dressman, as he stroked out a
16.48_2 in the 1650-yard freesty le,
and set the Dew standard in the
lOoo-yard event (10:08_3) along
the way_
The BOO-yard freestyle relay
team of Tag Garrod, Bill
Lowendick, Dressman and Jeff
Wells set the new KISC record by
swimming a 7:05.1.
Skipper Bill Powell said the
meet was a "tremendous one for
all of us. It was the best KISC
meet ever," he added.
Western's depth was again its
strength. The Tops won only two
of the 15 individual events, not
including the relays_ However, in
those 15 events, the Tops placed
four men in every event except
two.
To illustrate the tanker's
depth, they placed three men in
the championship final of the

200·yard freestyle, the l oo-yard
freestyle, and the 4oo-yard
individual medley, and scored
109 points in the three events.
Eastern placed third in the
event with 480 points as the three
top teams ran off with the rest of
the field. Louisville accumulated
103 points, Centre 83, Morehead
76, and Union was unable to
break the ice_

IMfinals tonight
The men's intrnmural basketball championship will be decided
tonight when Malibu Beach
meets t he Pearce-Ford Hustlers
in Diddle Arena at 8.
The Beachers, behind three
separate scoring bursts, moved
one step closer to their second
consecutive campus championship as they topped Lambda Chi
Alpha 60-54 Friday night.
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Wo~enface Wildcats
Western 's women's basketball
team took its first step--however
s ha ky--towards a state crown as
it toppled Murray 65-39 in the
q uarterfinal game in Lexington
last night.
"We came out and played
sloppy," conceded center Pam
Kordenbrock, who scored 14. "I t
was one of our worst. I think that
we were up for it, hut j us t
because it was the s tate
tournament, we were so hyper
and tight that we t hrew the ball
away and made mistakes, "
Donna Doellman paced the
Tops wi t h 22 points while Bet h
Lane chipped in 11 .
Western now moves into a
semifinal game at 8 :30 tonight
wi t h host Kentucky, who along
with Eastern received byes into
the s emifinals because t hey
reac hed the finals last year.
"They're a different kind of
ballclub /tha n Mu rray)," said
Korenbrock . " We've got to get
ou r stu ff together. If we play
tomo rrow ~ton ight ) like we did
tonig ht ..
., I t.hink we'll get t hat bad
game out of our systems," s he
added. ··We 'll have to sett.le down
a nd play real good: '
U K. 12·11 , has had injury
troubles this year and may play
withou t some of its regulars,
according to Wildcat coach Sue
Feamster.
T he Cats may be wit hou t.
leading scorer Pam Browning, a
center who has a " badly t wisted
knee·' ~ she reportedly also
sprained her ankle a nd is on
Cathy
Galloway,
crutches):

Ask about
MONFRIEO'S
Special
Consideration
for Western
Students and
Faculty!

whose nose was broken a nd is
now fitted with a special guard ;
and Noreen White, who chipped
her elbow. Gua rd Debbie Mach
also missed t hree games t his
season with an injury, but has
played in t he pas t five games .
Mac k a nd Browning were
a veragi ng m ore t.han 12 points
along with Ja net Temperman .
M iss Feamster said t hat in
spite of the team's injuries, her
players a re in "high spirits ."
T he Wildcats are a pressing
ballclub by t rade, a nd M iss
Feamster a nd Topper coach Dr.
Carol Hughes agree that Western

after win

a nd Kentucky a re " fairly evenly
matched."
If Western gets by UK
tonig ht, it will very likely mee t
Eas tern in t he cham pionship
game tomorrow nigh t at 8 :30.
The Colonels play Louis ville
tonight.
Eastern , 13-2, has won the last
t hree cha m pions hips a nd comes
into the game in "good s hape"
injury-wise, according to Colonel
coach Shirley Duncan.
T he Colonels, who have beate:n
every tea m in the state they have
played this yea r , beat Western in
the teams' only game, 75-59.

BOWLING GREEN AIRPORT
LIMOUSINE
SERVICE
IS NOW PROVIDING
SCHEDULED DAIL Y SERVICE BnWEEN

BOWLING GREEN·NASHVILLE METROPOLITAN AIRPORT
RIVERGATE MALL SHOPPING CENTER
7:00 a.m.
Mon. Thru Frl,
12:15 p.m.
Sat.
12:30 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
5:05 p.m. Mon. thru Fri •• Sun.
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t hree-mile, easily met t he 8 :40
t wo-mile standard with his ru n .
I n fact , t he top six finishers in
t he race, including Topper Chris
Ridler, qualified. Ridler, who had
q ualified,
ra n
t he
already
distance in 8 :37.6.
Two other T opper distancemen
came close to qualifying last
weekend . Dave Jaggers and J oe
Tinius tied Rose's week-old
school record as each ran 2: 11 .1
in the I,OOO-yard run, only :06 of
a second off the qualify ing time.
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Rose wins at Illini meet
Western's N ick Rose got his
revenge over Craig Virgin t his
weekend as he beat the Illinois
star in the t wo-mile race of t he
lllini Classic last weekend .
Rose, who lost his NCAA
cross-coun t ry crown to Virgin
last Novem ber, made up a
one-second defici t as he caught
Virgin on t he final lap and won
with a school-record 8:31.5 tim e.
Virgin finis hed in 8 :32.3.
- Rose, who had previously
qualified for the NCAA in the
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CELEBRATE OUR DINING ROOM WITH THESE SPECIAL

3 pes. o f chicken, co le slaw, mashed POtatOllS, 2 b iscu its

Reg .

yfJ,1I/8~~
lHfOlHER
E Y EGLASSES and
C ONTACT LENSES
L arge selec tlo n of
today s fashio nable
fram e st y les!

FRIED CHICKEN

934 State·Street
8 42·1733 or 842·4869

With

in dining room

a NTEA $0.
D IOO~E

AM II",

II. II. T MCIIS

One day service on optical
repairs . Major cha rge cards
welcome.

Monfried
Optical

eOFF
EG . DINNER

50 eOFF CATFISH DINNER
Reg . $1 .95value
5 pes. of fish-:- cole Slaw, french f ries, 2
homemade hush puppi es

411 Old Morgantown Rd. •
BOWling Green, Ky.
Phone 843·1291

With coupon in dining room only

The Backstage
Every Wednesday night is 50c

NIGHT. That's when the cover
charge and all your f avorite

beverages are on ly 50 cents.
Every Wednesday . Friday. Saturday, and Sunday enj oy the
sounds of THE MERCY

BLU ES. Come to the Backstage for t he finest of food anJ
entertain ment.
Wilson James cuts down the nets fo llowing Western 's

win over Austin Peay that gave the Toppers the ave

championship.

Every Wed nesday n igh t is 50c NIGHT .

Tops tip Peay for title
Warner, a 6-7 senior forward
whose claim to fame isn't
s hoo ting 25-foot jump s hots .
James didn 't know then that
But when Warner t ouched t he
he personally would make it a
basketball . with four seconds
dismal trip back to Clarksville for
the Peay Saturday night, by _ remaining, the crowd was at a
loss fo r wo rds for the first time in
lead ing a 76-75 W estern triumph
to g ive the Toppers t he OVC
the game.
Warner launched his 25-footer,
cham pionship_
which touched nothing but the
A capacity-plus crowd of
paws of Ja mes, who had
13,700 was on hand for the leag ue
positioned himself to t he right of
title game that s hattered t he
the basket.
walls of Diddle Arena with the
Jaml.'S went up wi th the air ball
excite ment that was present
when the Jim McDaniels-led
in a twisting. acrobatic manner
and the resuh was sheer chaos as
teams thrashed their opponents.
far as Westerners were conAnd Saturday's crowd was in a
cerned.
zany s tate when the Governors '
As the ball settled through t he
Charles Fishback tossed in two
net. the Topper crowd unlea shed
free thro ws with nine ticks of the
a sigh that echoed thro ughout
dock remaini ng to push the Peay
the ove.
ahead by one, 75·74.
The T ops, behind Ja mes' 12 fo r
How Western scored the
18 marksmanship, s hot 54 per
go-ahead and league-winning
cent. The Govs hit just 41 per
bas ket rests in t he t heory of
cent, but managed 12 more s hots,
being in the right place at the
because of their rebounding
rig ht t ime. And J ames was
power.
definitely in the right place for
The Hilltoppers had three
Jim Richards' squad.
other s tar te rs in double digits as
Somehow, some way, the ball
Britt scored 16, and Rawling and
reached t he mi tts of Topper Mike
J ohnson both chipped in 12.

102 3d Ave_, Nort:l
Nashville, Tenn.
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New Shipment of Pre-Washed Jeans
for Gals & Guys

Jackets -

$ 10.95

Blazer Type

in sizes 36 to 44 - Made t o Sell fo r
$35.00, Our discount pri ce only

$18.95

H&HSales
Russellville Rd. at Emmett Dr.
OP EN 10: 00 to 5:30 Dail y
CLOS ED Sunday

When you order dinner at McDonalds. II"S no sooner said than done
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Students (and their money)are welcome in Florida
ByJIM GROVE
Between April and November,
Florida is occupied mostly by its

residents. But during the rest of
the year , especially during spring
break, the beaches and highways
of the sunny state come alive
with laughing and carousing
tourists.
Not t hat it's all bad, because
many residents of the state live
with the expectation that t heir
pockets will become full of
northern money.
So, Western students heading
for Florida - and planning to
spend ' mmey - wiD find themselves welcome throughout the
state.
Fort Lauderdwe
Located just north of Miami on
the East Coast, Lauderdale has
traditionally been a favorite
spring break stop-over spot, with
most of the action on its main
strip , North Atlantic Boulevard.
The night life in Lauderdale. i~t
varied. Some of the better spots
include The BuLton, Pete and

Lenny's, Bachelor Ill , Ocean
Mist and Tropic Cay.
Many of the inexpensive
motels in Lauderdale are on
Route One: however, few are
within walking distance of the
hooch.
ace a few
There also
campgrounds in Lauderdale,
including a Holiday Trav-I-Park,
approximately five miles off the
hooch.
Daytona Beech
For the crowd that favors a
shorter drive than the one to
Lauderdale, Daytona Beach is
the place U) go.
This spring the Daytona Beach
Area Chamber of Commerce is
sponsoring a college week over a
seven·week period from March 7
through Ap ril 25.
An activity card, priced at $1 0,
is available to students. The card
entitles them to discounts and·or
free entrance to a variety of
different programs and events.
If you want to hoof it, Daytona
isa bad choice because it is much
more spread out than its

counterpart, Ft. Lauderdale.
Accomodations will cost abou t
the same in either of these college
"hot spots" but it would be wise
to make reservations before
leaving.
Camping

The Keys are the place to go
for the person who is in t he
camping mood.
There are
numerous facilities not only for
campers but for tent·dwellers as
well,
Florida state parks open at 8
a.m. and close at sundown,
making a stay at a privately
owned concern that much more
feasible. Almost all camps, state
and private, offer electricity,
sewer hookups, water, showers
and restrooms, laundry areas,
and a general store.
More exclusive camping facili ties offer miniature golf, tennis,
and other recreational activities.
Some of the better spots for
camping include Bahia Honda
State Recreation Area in Bahia
Honda
Key;
Westenhaver's
Tropical Campgrounds at Key

Largo; Key West Seaside Park in
Key West; and Long Key
Recreation Area at Long Key.
If you're staying at a
campground, a good. idea is to
bring along skin-diving equip'
ment, suntan lotion and a good
book because, for the most part,
the night spots are few and far
between.
Disney World
A good. one-day outing is Walt
Disney World near Orlando, in
central Florida.
Visitors at the park, whlch is
open from 9 a.m, to 8 p.m., can
board a horse-drawn trolley,
enjoy classic films of the silent
screen era, sail through pirate
strongholds and treasure rooms
or travel through a dark forest
and meet the Seven Dwarfs.
When the money runs out,
vacationers can enjoy the free
Diamond
Horseshoe
Revue,
featuring dancing girls right out
of the Old West., or see the Walt
Disney story on film.
Before taking off for a fling
through Disney World, be sure

you have ample funds. Food or
beverages cannot be taken into
the park, so visitors either have
to buy their snacks there or
remain hungry.
West Palm Beach

If you are in a tourist mood but
want to stay away from the
crowds, there is no better place in
the state than West Palm Beach.
A watering hole of the wealthy
for years, West Palm Beach
offers a chance to visit the most
exclusive restaurants and shops
in the nation.
In addition to the stores on
Worth Avenue, Lion Country
Safari and Lake Worth Beach are
enjoyable places to visit, If
you're camping, Royal Sky
Campgrounds is the place to
pitch your tent.
Showers are common in the
spring in Florida; however, they
generally last only about half an
hour.
But whether it rains or shines,
a Florida holiday will more than
likely provide a pleasant break
from the pressures of college life.
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Nearby trips. • •
By CINDY LYONS
and T OM CAUDILL
At this time of the semester,
when the most popular question
is "where are you going for
spring break?" many Kentucky
students are groaning, "I'm
going home."
A wide range of parks and
recreational facilities can make
the week in Kentucky enjoyable,
however.
Kentucky has 15 state resort
parks, nine of which are located
on lakes. The state also has nine
state shrines, three national
par!<:s, one interstate park and a
national recreation and conserva·
tion education area in the Land
Between the Lakes.
MallY of ~entucky's resort
park lodges have reduced rates
through March 31.
The Land Between the Lakes
{LBL), located between Ken·
tucky and Barkley lakes in one of
Kentucky'S most popular vaca'

Attractionsinclude parks, mountains and Nashville

tion spots. For the nature buff,
LBL offers numerous camping
spots, fishing, boating, hunting,
hiking and swimming.

Mammoth Cave National Park
offers a variety of cave tours
nature trails, and other activities.
The Cumberland Gap National
Historical Park, at the juncture
of Kentucky, Virginia and
Tennessee is another of Kentucky's national parks offering a
variety of entertainment.
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The third national park is
Abraham Lincoln's Birthplace,
near Hodgenville, which contains
the log cabin where Lincoln was
born and a film about Lincqln.
Breaks I nterstate- Park near
Elkhorn City features the largest
canyon east of the Mississippi
River.
One of Kentucky's most
well·known historic spots is
Bardstown; the site of Stephen
Foster's "Old Kentucky Home,"
and the bourbon capital of the
world. Tours are offered through
My Old Kentucky Home and
famous distilleries.
Frankfort, Kentucky's capital,
is open to the sightseer interested
in Kentucky's past and present
government. The capital building
is accented by the famous floral
clock. The old capital is now a
museum that offers educational
historic tours.
Tennessee, only a few miles
south of here, offers more than a
few vacation possibilities for
students who are interested in
travel nearby.
If your budget is so limited
that you can't afford an
overnight trip, there's always
Nashville, Music City U.S.A.
Grand Ole Opry performances
occur every Friday and Saturday
night at the new Opry House ' in
Opryland amusement park.
Opryland itself is closed until

•
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Your sum mer's
sure to go over swimmingly now!
Choose fro m all our great two
piece looks. From the barest of
bikin is to skirted looks with 'built
up' tops. In alli he new exciting
p rints and colors. And all quic kdry, easy care fa brics like nylons
a nd acrylic/spandex b lends . So
come soon. And suit you rself lor
a beautiful summer.
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April, when it will open its
seven·month season.
Perhaps Nashville's greatest
attraction, for college students, is
its night life.
Among the establishments
that cater to students, T.G.1.
Friday's (restaurant and bar) and
the Exit In (progressive music
club and bar ) probably are the
most popular.
Both are located near Vander·
bilt
in west Nashville.

Th~ Great Smoky Mountains
National Parks, approximately
275 miles from Bowling Green, is
divided almost equally between
Tennessee and North Carolina.
The main entrance from the
west is at Gatlinburg, Tenn ., a
once quaint little town that now
resembles a three-ring circus.
The town, and the nearby area.
contains amusement parks. ghost

towns, gift shops, motels, wax
museums and all sorts of other
manmade " attractions" designed
to dupe unsuspecting visitors
from the north into spending
some money.
The real attractions, though,
are the mountains
the
Smokies and North Carolina's
Blue Ridge.
These mountains contain the
nation's southernmost ski reo
sorts, and in most years the
skiing season continues into
mid-11arch.
However, this year's unusually
mild winter probably has resulted
in some early closings. A phone
call to the ski resorts should be
made before committing yourself
to a skiing trip over the break.
E ven if skiing is out, the
mountains still have plenty to
offer.
Outdoorsmen can enjoy cam·
ping, hiking and horseback
riding. Camping facilities are
available to all national forests
and state parks, and many inns
and lodges provide horses, guides
and equipment for hiking,
moun Lain climbing and horseback excursions into the hills.
Thousands of miles of clear.
cold wat.ers produce t rout
ranging from small brookies w
lO·pound browns. In mountain
lakes, roinbow trout sometimes
exceed 10 pounds.
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Hitchhikers hit the road
Spring fever has reached
epidemic proportions, and if the
student budget blues arc getting
you down, look toward yo ur
thumb to provide the key to an
even tful
and
unpredictable
spring vacation .
Since people have journeyed
beyond where t heir own two feet
can take them, folk heroes have
been created of those who
depended on others to get t hem
where they wanted to go.
Humorist Mark Twain was a
riverboat
stowaway,
young
Casey Jones hopped many a
boxcar and even honest Abe
Lincoln took the back seat on a
Dorse when he "hiked" 20 miles
to borrow a book.
Every
summer,
thumbing

vagabonds dot the highways of
Europe, Canada and America.
Although it is ecologically and
economically sound, to hitchhike
successfully one must consider
several variables.
Safety is a primary concern, so
travel
with
a
companion, .
preferably someone who smiles a
lot but is big and strong.
A backpack means mobility
and s uitcases. coolers and Great
Danes might limit your vacaiion
to an interstate ram p.
Hitchhiking is unpredictable.
Rain can hi t and dampen the
chances of catching a ride, and
that·s time to start exhibiting a
gallery of t humbling techniques,
personal interpretations designed
to capture the essence of the art.
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Canada, the West a far cry from southern hoopla
By TERESA MEARS
and RICHARD H A LIC KS
W hen spri ng break rolls
around, it seems as if all
directions vanish from the map,
except for one.
And in t heir southern singleminded ness, students close their
minds to t he natural beauty and .
cultural attractions that lie in the
other directions: chiefly to the
west and the north.
The entire nation of Canada,
with beautiful metropolitan areas
in the east and towering, majestic
mountains in the west, awaits.
For the more sophisticated
traveler, t he urban centers of
Montreal, Toronto and Ottawa
offer a more tha n ample
opponunity to satisfy the tastes
of the intellectual. Museums,
parks and historical sites abound
in each city,
Accomodations r~nge from
relatively inexpenSive youth
hostels to the most expensive,
luxurious hotels, More information on lodging can be obtained
by calling the chambers of
commerce in each town.
Western students probably are
concerned about the amount of
time it would take to drive to
eastern Canada, but two days of
hard driving (including this
Friday when classes will be the
farthest thing from the mind of
the truly detennined tourist)
ought to get you across the

border.
And speaking of determined
tourists, those who can endure a
car
rugged,
should not

peak,

Alberta and
are
weH worth the trip. Not like the
tourist-scarred, John Denver·
tainted Rockies of Colorado, the
Canadian Rockies still are
virtually untouched by man.
The best bet would be Banff
National Park in southwestern
Alber ta, where the high country
is truly high and snow still covers
much of the area. !It's still quite
cold in that part of the world, so
it would be a goOO idea to dress
as warmly as possible.)
The ' northern reaches of the
provinces of Quebec,
Manitoba and Saskatchewan are
at this time of year literally
int:erio~

frozen and inaccessible to man
except by plane.
A student traveler with the
resou rces, however, could take a
trip he'd never forget. Unspoiled
lakes, covered by a thick crust of
ice and rimmed by pine trees, are
as numerous as they are
beautiful.
The stillness and peace of these
areas is a t ruly awe-inspiring, and
week spent in a lakeside lodge in
nort hern Manitoba is an experience that few can ever claim to
have enjoyed.
There also is t he southern part
of the interior provinces to
consider, For the traveler who
simply likes to drive, a trip
throug h the south central part of
Canada is a pleasurable tou ring
adventure.
Finally. there is a part to t his
wonderful country that is quite
unlike any other place on this
side of the globe.
Nova Scotia, Newfoundland
and other Maritime Provinces off
the East Coast provide a glimpse
oHife in the Old Country that can
be found in noother place bu t the
Old County itself.
Angling off the Great Bank for
the big ones is unparalleled for
those who enjoy true fishing, or,
for those with more somber
tastes, a week spent in a Nova
Scotia fi shing village is one of the
.most restful experiences to be
found .
Ca nada sets forth but one

,

warning to students who take off
from school on a v.'eek 's foray in
the north coun try: Beware, do n't
stay for long or you may decide
to stay forever.
The West
Mention the American West
and minds immediately turn to
wagon trains pushing steadily
westward, cowboys and Indians
battling across the plains and
acres of unexplored frontier.
Today the cowboys and
Indiana are gone and the wagon
trains have been replaced by cars
and busses. The western region is
dotted with planned modern
cities, but much of the unspoiled
wilderness sLiIl remains,
The Rocky Mountains form a
chain of ever-changing terrain
from Montana to new Mexico.
Austere snow·covered peaks give
way to lush green rolling hills and
arid regions of desert-like sand
dunes.
Southwest of the Rockies lies a
vast expanse of red earth and
sunbaked sand where the dearth
of rain has helped to create a
beautiful region of grassland,
painted desert, dust·red plains
and great red-cliffed canyons
contrasting starkly with limitless
blue sky.
In Northern California, forests
of giant redwoods and sequoias
add their majesty to the roaring
splendor of Yosemite Falls in

Yosemite National Park in the
heart of California's Sierra
Nevada.
Farther north, the churning
waters of the Pacific wash up
against wild, craggy cliffs and
miles of unpolluted
public
beaches.
The symbolic "gateway" to all
this beauty is at St. Louis, Mo.,
where the Gateway Arch marks

bcoom.
Nebrasks. and the oil fields of
Oklahoma -a flat land, perhaps,
but not barren in any sense.
Besides providing much of the
nation 's food. the midwest has a
beauty and a promise all its own.
One of the most awe-inspiring
sights imaginable must be the
sun becoming orange and red,
shooting rays of pink and purple
into the seemingly endless
expanse of the clear blue sky over
the Kansas prairie.

Can't Find A Low-Cost Van
For Your Travels?

Spring liT" Shirt
Special at

((oadlman 1fitb., c3Jnr.
COUPON SAVINGS
This coupon is worth $1.00 toward the
purchase of a custom~esigned t -shirt
at Coachman Ltd. in the College 11:'10,
1159 College St. Offer Expi res Sat. Mar. 6

Then How About A
Cadillac Hearse?
We have two 1966 Cadillac Hearses fully equipped with Air
Conditioning, Vinyl Top, and Have Low Mileage_ These auto·
mobiles are perfect for long trips, can be easily converted for
sleeping, or are great for around town. Good , dependable transportation for a low cost of $995.00. Come out today and test
drive your new Cadillac,
Don't Wait Until That "Last Ride" For Luxury Li ke This.

KITCHENS DATSUN, INC.
u.
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Aberrations on the road
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Hoosier happenings draw hideous hordes
If hiking doesn't appeal to you,
area, is not having a fly to swat.
take the t rain. It's easier on the
Northern Indiana is ripe .......ith
feet and just as terrifying.
tourist t raps. One of the most
This spring, be d ifferent. See
Amtrak's Floridian (northbound)
popular sucker-drawing spots is
Indiana in all its glory. From the
runs through Bowling Green and
the Indiana Dun·es on the
stinking shore of Lake Michigan
can take you on a maniacal
lakefront of Lake Michigan. I've
to the stinking shore of the Ohio
never been there, nor would I
misery tour you won't forget.
Hiver, Indiana abounds in things
The train zips th rough the
recommend going. Who wants to
to sec and do.
B.G. depot arou nd 8 p.m. , and if
see dead fish washing ashore?
lt is appropriately dubbed .. the
you grab at the right instant.
Southern Indiana is a good
Hoosier State.'· I don't know
you·1I be dragged aboard. Don·t
place for "roughing it.·' As a
exactly why that's so appropriate
matter of fact, you have no
but it sounds better than ··the worry about getting reservations,
You ·1I have plenty of them before
choice. The land in that region is
Nurd State.·'
the train stops.
so worthless that a gre.1t part of
Kentucky's northern neighbor
There·s plenty of entertain·
it has been set aside to be the
can best be explored by hiking.
ment to keep you occupied while
Hoosier National Forest. No one
Automobile travel is boring and
the Floridian snails its way
wants to live there. or visit. so
commonplace, but hiking puts
through Indiana from toe to
consequently there are no motels.
you in touch with raw nature.
To round out the trip, make a
And believe me, the nature in . toupee. The Senior Citizens'
Hacking Chorus and Newborn
stop in Terre Haute. Indiana
Indiana is Raw.
Baby Crying Brigade will provide
State University is nestled in the
You can't get the full flavor of
alternate shows at all hours.
midst of this quaint college town.
a dead skunk when whipping
Once you get to Indiana. there
At night, you can sit on your
pasl. him at some ungodly :;peed.
are several points of interest t hat
front porch and smell the rotting
Now t here·s an odor that you can
must be visited. The best place to
meat at the meat·packing plant
get into as much as it gets into
_ you.
start is in the staLe capital.
on t he other side of town.
Indianapolis.
If you don't think Indiana
Another slice of life you m ight
Indy, or Naptown to some
sounds pleasant enough, let me
enjoy is the one-to-one relation·
locals, is the state's largest
tell you about East Berlin ...
ship with live land considerably
producer of industrial was te,
wild) animals. Few tourists have
both by land and by air. A clear
been lucky enough to be chased
Don Bruce 18 a native of
day in I ndianapolis is something
_ two miles by a ra bid dog on one
Gmnerm1le, Ind..
for 9O·year-old men to reminisce
of Indiana's spec.ialties-- the
about on hot summer evenings.
boiling tar road .
iOOCQQQCQ~'
If you'd like to meet some
When it wanns in the spring,
people your age. head for
Hoosier roads begin to sotten,
Bloomington , home of Indiana
producing an oozey coa ting of
University : The people at I U arc
nonremovable black glue. Runqui te diverse-everything from
n ing on this surface is impossible,
murderers to
transcendental
so that as the dog gains on you,
meditators.
you get one tremendous adrenaI 'll advise you to carry a ca n of
lin rush.
mace if you venture forth at nig ht
Almost 150 different
in Bloomington. Stay away from
designs
at very good
tall bu ildings, too. Several
prices.
Send
25c for
persons have been known to take
complete illustrated
unexpected flying lessons. I f you
think a mayonnaise jar falling six
catalog.
fl oors is trouble, you should see
what a body can do.
COSM IC RAINBOW
The at.tractions are more
216 W. J ACKSON BLVD
civilized around the Connersville
SUITE 612, DESK C-18
area. It's a great place for
L . o . : :GO, ILLINOIS 60606
sitting ... and sitt ing ...and sitting.
Gasoline prices in Bowling
Boredom, to t he natives of th is
Green arc about the same as last
year, according to R.H . Minton,
comanager of the Gulf Oil
Symbols of Champions!
distribut«s office in Bowling
Green.
The E A. Diddle Arena at Western Kentucky
_
"Most major stations have
University
is
a
nationally
known
symbo:
gasoline just a cent or two
of our champion Hilltoppers
cheaper thun last year," Minton
Another
symbol of champions is tile
stlid.
Western Kentucky University seal on the
According to Minton, regula r
cover of our Citizens National Bank Big ·W··
gas prices at some cut-rate
checking account.
stations are as low as 49.9 cents
For
only
a
dime
a
lime, you receive:
bul. range up to 65.9 cents at
• personal ized checks . deposit ticket s
others.
• emblem checkbook cover . monthly
Minton also said that prices
statement . Anytime Te ller card for those
south of here. in Nashvi lle, are
who qualify (offers you 24-hour banking at
probably a little cheaper than in
our Laurel Avenue and Mall banking centers)
Bow ling Green.
. .. plus the best service in lown.
Greyhound bus lines offer two
Stop in and say hello to the fo lks who are
buses daily to Florida. The
interested in helping yo u grow. Or, phone
one-way fare to J acksonville is
781-5000 for more information.
335.10 and to Miami one-way , it
• is $52.90. The buses leave at
11 :30 a.m. and 5: 15 p.m. and get
as far as J acksonville by 6:40
p.m. and 9: 15 p.m. the next day'
respe<:tiveiy.
Amtrak offers one passenger
train daily from Bowling Green
•
to Florida. One-way ticket prices
• Main Office. Main Place . Auto Banking . Lo",·e.
are S35 to Jacksonville and 549 to
Level. Ma'" Place · Laurel Avenue Bank. The Mall
Bank . The Mall TeleVIsion Drive-in. Ashley Circle
Miami.
Bank . North Ga te Bank
The train leaves Bowling
Enioy Ihe Anytime Teller 81 Our 24-hour Banking
Green at 9:20 a.m. and reaches
Cenler~. Laurel Avenue Otlice. Mall Otlice
Jacksonville at 3:30a.m. the next
day and arrives at Miami at noon
ClCopYfl gh t - :tl mm .. ·McCI.~key-l ...... ,s. I n c
the next day .

r

Gasoline costs
stay the same
inBGarea
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Eastern Seaboard is a scenic alternative to Florida
By JUDY WILDMAN
and ALFINA MAMI
For variety in a visit and an
alternative 00 the "Florida or
Bust" caravan, students may
decide to head eastward for
spring vacation.
Towering skyscrapers, historic
museums and galleries, live
theater at its best, stores stocked
with the latest designer originals
and an array of restaurants
featuring worldwide cuisines are
just some of the excitement in
New York City awaiting spring
b~k

tours are
available of
actions of "the
floor" of the American and New

York Stock Exchanges on Wall
Street. The Wall Street area
offers the famous Statue of
Liberty, as well as glimpses of
the past, in the Fraunces Tavem
where
George
Washington
toasted his troops, and of the
future, in the twin towers of the
World Trade Center.
Lower Manhattan is a series of
fascinating neighborhoods, each
with a unique character of its
own. Chinatown provides good
eating and Greenwich Village is a
dream for antique hunters and
fashion faddists.
Midtown is the heart of the
city. I t is here that landmarks
such as the Empire State
Building, Times Square, Broad·
way, Madison Square Garden
and the United Nations Building
are found.
Central Park, New York City's
"giant front yard," is for
strolling and resting one's mind
weary from school life or
traveling.
New YO£k night life usually
begins with cocktails at one of
the lively Upper East Side bars.
Dancing beckons at the discos.
but for those who prefer to sit
and listen, there are jazz clubs.

Moving? Check out
the REEF apartments.
Come check out the REE F apartments, 11th 8nd Slubbins
Sts.• and the LODGE apartmehtS. Topmiller Qrj'l8. Besides
one-bedroom apartments, we 'Offer new, modem. fullY·
fumishe<.l apartments. They are located close to campus and

many other conveniences. Call 842-3296 or 843-1068 for
more iilfonnation, 9 8.m. to 4:30 p.m.

FLY:
! ,

~,,~

One out of every three Marine Corps officers
is in aviation. And we're looking for more
good men to join them. Men who will fly some
of the world ' s most exciting aircraft, as
members of the world's finest air-ground
team. If you're in college now, look into our
PLC-Aviation program. There's no better
time-and no better way-to get started.~

~'~M~~~r:
Center This Week

(W'

The spectacular view of New
York's lighted skyline at night is
the perfect nightcap for the
evening.
Perhaps nowhere in America
are the roots of our heritage so
deep • than in Philadelphis.
independence hall, where the
Declaration of Independence was
signed, the Betsy Ross house,
where the first flag was created
and the site of the Liberty Bell all
highlight historical Philadelphia.
Boston combines the old and
the new, in historical sites and
the cultural activities of a lively
city. Freedom Trail, a one·and·a·
half mile walk, winds past
Boston's famous sites, including
the Old South Meeting House,
Stale house and Old North
Church.
So typical of the New England
states are the beautiful, un·
spoiled natural wonders of the
rocky
coast,
pine
forests,
mountains and lakes. Charming
villages offer handmade craft
shops and hearty home·style
cooking. Lighthouses along the
rugged harbors are an artists'
dream.
Drive along the coast to
Atlantic City, N.J., and see Qne

of the oldest seaside resorts in the
nation with its famous board·
walk, tourist sights and luxury
Old barracks from the
and In'dian war and

W'"

rn~n~~

Trenton, and M,crri"own.
parks and other amusements
await tourists at various sites in
the Garden State.
Baltimore, Md., the state's
iargestcity. offers Fort McHenry
where the national anthem was
composed, and the oldest ship in
the U.s. Navy. the USS
Constellation,
Tours of art galleries and
museums can brighten up many
an aftemoon. Annapolis, the

capital on the site of the U.S.
Naval Academy is available for
touring.
North of Virginia onc. can look
for history in the making by
visiting Washington, D.C. Several tour choices include views
of the United States Capitol , the
Library · of Congress, the White
House. and the U.S. Mint, in
addition to the Washington,
Jefferson and Lincoln memorials.
Virginia is for lovers. So reads
the provocative t.ravel slogan for
a state that offers attractions for
history lovers , mountain lovers,
beach lovers, nature lovers. or
fun lovers.
Birthplaces and homes of
famous statesmen, among them
eight pn."Sidents, abound across
the state. The sites range from
Washington's Mount Vernon
near Ale"andria to Jefferson's
Monticello in Charlottesville.
Emphasis is placed as far back
as 1607 in Jamestown Festival
Park, site of the first permanent
English settlement in the New
World.
The variety does make the
state a popular vacation choice
with the promise of something for
every type of person.
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Break in Bowling Green
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makes for no break at all
By DON MINTON
Before packing to travel the
long road to FJorida, con sider the
advantages Bowling Green has to
offer for the week-long vacation.
The weather is definitely one
advantage.
Students who remain in
Bowling Green probably will not
have to worry abou t the pain
from a sunburn. Sunburn is
always a familiar problem for
students that choose to spend
their vacation in Florida .
Students that stayed on
campus last year during spring
vacation can attest to the
beautiful weather during the
week-long break. It rained t he
entire week.

the lack of privacy that
accompanies donn life probably
will be able to enjoy a restful
week if they choose to stay
on campus.
The possibility of someone
barging into the room will be
very slim.
The student that remains in
Bowling Green during the spring
vacation will have the majority at
the campus as well as the city to

1Umse1I.
Now consider the fun and
relaxation that will be offered by
Bowling Green during this
well-deserved vacation.
Although Western students
will be gone for the most part, the
town of Bowling Green will not
lower its available eJ:citem ent
that students have grown to
know.
The movie theaters will be

open for busi,ness as usual, as
well as most cl the other
recreational facilities that have
made Bowling Green the town it
is today.
It must be realized that there
are drawbacks to staying at
Western.
That's right, even Bowling
Green is not always perfect.
The Downing University Center will be closed for the week.
Even though the student center
will be closed, other activities on
campus will not be halted.
Along wit h these other
thrillers, there is a regional high
school basketball tournament
that will take place in Diddle
Arena.
The regional tournament this '
year probably will not have to
face the problems that it did last
Y""'·
Bowling Green had so much
beautiful weather the entire
spring vacation last year, that
this beautiful weather leaked
right through the roof of Diddle
Arena.
Play was halted and a towel
was placed on the middle of the
playing floor to soak up the
beautiful weather.
Players were told to try to
avoid the towel.
It's hard to imagine someone
choosing to bask in the Florida
sun or to go home to a week of
hot home-cooked meals when so
many activities will be available
to the people of Bowling Green
during this second week of
March.
There is yet another happening
that might entice students to
remain on campus.
This highlight of the week will
be wat.ching the road crew repairBowling Green's popular streets.
Students that own cars and
live on campus will be able to find
a
parking place close to
civiliz.ation.
However, students should not
park the cars in the Keen Han
parking lot, because if last year 's
spring break is any indication of
what to expect this year, the
beautiful weather of Bowling
Green might wash the cars away.
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SPORTS CENTER
AS THE WEATHER SHAPES
UP KEEP YOUR FEET IN
GOOD SHAPE WITH

ADI DAS Track Shoes
TIGER Shoes Also
Track Warmups
and Shoulder Bags

.
846 Broadway

843-8571

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Moby Dick Seafood
OF ASANDWICH

MOBY DICK HAS IT ALL!

WINDCHIMES
INDIAN TAXI HORNS
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Roughing it

•

Preparation is key to camping
ByTIP SHANKLIN
Camping can be fun and
relaxing or a frustrating and
disappointing ordeal. depending
on how well one is prepared for it.
First, consider the necessary
items for a comfortable and
efficient camping hip. Choose a
pack that is light, du rable and
waterproof. All items that are
carried in the pack should be
wrapped in individua l plastic
bags to insure dryness.
A sleeping bag is important.
depending on what. season of the
year it is. For spring a nd autumn
camping, a bag with nylon cover
and cotton lining should serve
well enough. For camping in
winter (or in t he mountains). the
best bag is a double thickness,
dow n·fJ.!led
mummy
bag.
Sleeping bags for summer
camping are not. essential, but are
easier to carry and store than a
blanket or air mattress.
Next, consider whether a tent
is need or not. Camping fo r more
than t wo or three days warrants
laking a tent. along. This is
especially true in Kentucky and

the mid-south, considering the
frequent and abrupt changes in
the weather.
The two best tents for camping
in this area are nylon . pinna
cloth or Army surplus tents
treated with Scotch guard. If
hiking is required to get to the
camping area. the nylon pinna
cloth tent is preferable because it
is light·weight and fits neatly
inl() any good-sized pack.
Cooking utensils may range
from kitchen skillets to Army
surplus mess kits. It is always
best. to take small and efficient
cooking utensils that can be
easily cleaned and stored.
An easy way to clean skillets
and pots is to fill t hem with water
and add a handful of wood ashes.
Place the skillets and pots over
the campfire and let them
simmer. The grease from cooking
mixes with t he lye in the wood
ashes to make a "natural" soap
that keeps food from sticking
again.
I f any food sticks after using
wood ashes, a handful of hay or
coarse grass makes en excellent
scouring pad.

-

Choosing a good camp site is
as important as what the camper
sets up on it. Camp on a level site
and clear the area of rocks and
sticks.
Do not camp near cliff
overhangs where rocks can fall.
Do not camp directly under any
large or old trees. where even
light winds can cause branches to
fall on the tent.
The \..ent opening should face
away from prevailing winds, and
fires should no t be built too close
to the tent.
It is not wise to let the fire
burn all night. but it is safe to let
the ashes smolder. In t he
morning, if the ashes have been
smoldering, simply lay t wigs or
kindling wood on top of t he ashes
and either stir or blow on them.
The kindling will catch quickly
and easily.
For the experienced camper,
much of this is common practice.
However. for the novice, it is a
good idea to do some extra
read ing on rules and practices of
safe, efficient camping before
venturing out on the first
camping hip.
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DOWNING UNIVERSITY CENTER

EvelY thing You'll Need For A Fun-Filled Week

Under The Sun
Suntan Lotions, Notions, Beach Towels, Swim Wear, Printed Shirts, Sundries

